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Item Text Option Text 1 Option Text 2 Option Text 3 Option Text 4 

URL stands for_______________________ Uniform Resource 
Library 

Uniform 
Resource Loader 

Uniform Resource 
Locator 

Uniform Reference 
Locator 

Which architecture is used in FTP? Client-server P2P IRC IM 

_____is a client side scripting language. PHP Python Ruby JavaScript 

Which of the following translates hostnames into IP 
addresses? 

DNS Server Hub DHCP Server Firewall 

A response message contains________________ a header and a body a request line 
and header 

a status line and a 
header 

Only status line 

The HTTP method which requests information about 
a document but not the document itself 
is___________________ 

GET POST HEAD  PUT 

In a server side scripting all processing takes place 
before a web page is sent to the browser as a result 
the code is _____ from user. 

visible hidden noticeable observable 

A web page document that is stored in the server 
but should run before the result can be retrieved by 
a browser is called a _____ document. 

Static Dynamic Active Passive 

HTML stands for __________ Hyper Text Markup 
Language 

High Text 
Markup 
Language 

Hyper Tabular 
Markup Language 

 Hypertext makeup 
language 

Which of the following tag is used to mark a 
beginning of paragraph? 

<td> <br> <p> <tr> 

From which tag descriptive list starts? <LL> <DD> <DL> <DS> 

Correct HTML tag for the largest heading 
is_________ 

<head> <h6> <heading> <h1> 

Markup tags tell the web browser______________ How to organize the 
page 

How to display 
the page 

How to display 
message box on 
page 

How to process the 
page 

www is based on which model? Local-server Client server 3-tier Peer to peer 

Which of the following attributes of the text box 
control allow to limit the maximum character? 

size len maxlength length 
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Web pages starts with which of the following tag? <body> <title> <HTML> <form> 

In HTML Audio/Video DOM, __________ sets or 
returns whether the audio/video should be loaded 
when the page loads. 

preload autoplay buffered controller 

What will happen if height and width of video are 
not set while video loads? 

page flickers page does not 
load 

page crash page closes 

In HTML Audio/Video DOM, __________ sets or 
returns the default speed of the audio/video 
playback 

currentTime duration defaultPlaybackRate playbackRate 

Which of the following tag is used for audio in 
HTML5? 

<bgsound> <audio> <video> <canvas> 

What is the correct syntax of doctype in HTML5? <!doctype html> <doctype html!> <doctype html> </doctype html> 

Which of the following is not semantic element for 
text in HTML5? 

<mark> <time> <wbr> <article> 

How many times can HTML5 events be fired? Multiple One Only Two Zero 

Each cell of the table can be represented by using 
__________ 

<tr> <td> <th> <thead> 

If you want to merge two or more rows in a table 
which attribute you can use? 

Rowmerge Colmerge Rowspan Colspan 

For adding styles in HTML tables we can use 
properties of? 

J-Query Java PHP CSS 

In HTML table space between cell content and cell 
border is called 

Cell spacing Cell difference Cell padding Cell merging 

Which inline function embeds an independent HTML 
document into current document? 

 <div> <span> <iframe> <form> 

Which of the following statements is incorrect ? <frame 
rows=”20%,80%”> 

<frame 
rows=”40%,60%
”> 

 <frame 
rows=”60%,60%”> 

<frame 
rows=”60%,40%”> 

________ is any combination of text, graphic art, 
sound, animation and video delivered to you by 
computer or other electronic devices. 

Multimedia Network Hypermedia Visual Media 

Javascript is _________ side scripting language. Client Server Client-Server General 

 


